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The Eccentric Genius

Introduction

       Commonly misattributed to Einstein, this quote first appeared in a Narcotics Anonymous 

report in 1981: “Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different 

results” (Maria, 2012). Bereft of the term “insanity,” the term “eccentric” remains. And, when 

examining historical geniuses, their lives can be said to be defined by their eccentric behavior - 

an illustration of the price tag that the gift of genius bears. 

Benjamin Franklin

       Benjamin Franklin, one of the most well-known founding fathers of America and a brilliant 

writer, was born in 1706 to Josiah Franklin, a soap-maker. Benjamin Franklin was one of 

seventeen children. Although his father intended to enroll Benjamin in a school for clergy, Josiah

was short of money, and Benjamin attended school for only one year (US History, 1999). 

       After the year was over, Benjamin turned to his brother, James (who was a professional 

printer), and decided to become his apprentice. For three years, Benjamin helped his brother put 

together pamphlets and then he stood on the street, selling the pamphlets to passer-bys. When 

Benjamin turned fifteen, he decided he wanted to write articles for the New England Courant, a 

paper James Franklin started - the first in England (US History, 1999). But Benjamin knew his 

brother would refuse to publish an article written by an apprentice. He found a way around the 

problem by writing articles under a pseudonym, Silence Dogood. Benjamin even created a 

background for Silence Dogood - she was a widow who had a great deal of advice and criticism 

to offer concerning the poor treatment of women. 

       The articles written by Silence Dogood were instantly popular, and everyone at the print 

shop (aside from Benjamin) wanted to know who the mysterious widow was. Benjamin wrote 
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sixteen articles from the perspective of Silence Dogood before he admitted to James that he was 

the one writing the articles. While unhappy about his brother’s lies, James could not complain 

about the popularity the paper had gained. James Franklin eventually landed himself in jail (due 

to a debate with the clergy over smallpox inoculation) and Benjamin Franklin took over the New 

England Courant in order to keep his brother’s business afloat while James was in jail (US 

History, 1999). James was so displeased with Benjamin, after his release, that he regularly beat 

Benjamin, and Benjamin refused to be his brother’s punching bag for long.

       In 1723, Benjamin ran away to Philadelphia where he found work as an apprentice printer. In

1729, he opened up his own print shop, the Pennsylvania Gazette. He became involved with the 

Freemasons, organized the Junto, and used his newspaper to promote his political and social 

views (US History, 1999). And while Benjamin Franklin did amazing civil work, his true claim 

to fame occurred in 1733, when he published Poor Richard’s Almanack. Rather than write a 

traditional almanac, full of weather reports and recipes, Franklin wrote the almanac from the 

perspective of a poor man named Richard Saunders who needed money to take care of his wife 

(US History, 1999). Franklin’s upbeat writing and amusing sayings ensured the almanac’s 

success, and until he signed the Declaration of Independence, his greatest claim to fame was the 

almanac that quickly became a household title. 

       But while Benjamin Franklin was a great man, he was also eccentric. In 1750, he decided to 

experiment with electricity. Which, for a printer, was not an unusual way to pass the time. On the

night he decided to play with electricity, he designed an experiment to tenderize a holiday turkey 

via electrocution. The experiment began with two glass jars, each holding strong electrical 

currents. The plan, of course, was to press both the jars against the turkey, as he believed 

pressing jars with alternating electrical currents against the turkey would leave him with a very 
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tender holiday turkey. When Franklin pressed the two jars together, he failed to tenderize the 

turkey. But the experiment was a successful failure - he learned how to electrocute himself. And 

there were witnesses! Franklin documented the experiment, and stated he was “...ashamed to 

have been Guilty of so Notorious a Blunder” (MHS, 2002). 

     The blunder of self-electrocution is difficult to understate, but a scientist in the pursuit of 

tender meat must be willing to risk certain death. At least, that is how Benjamin Franklin's 

eccentricity played out. A brilliant writer, scientist, and founding father of America, Benjamin 

Franklin's need for a tender turkey meal exemplifies the intertwining nature of genius and 

eccentricity. 

Nikola Tesla

       Nikola Tesla was born in Croatia in 1856 to Milutin Tesla, an Orthodox Priest, and Djuka 

Mandic, an inventor of household appliances. He attended three universities, intending to major 

in physics and mathematics. The three universities in intended included the Realschule in 

Karlstadt, the Polytechnic Institute in Austria, and the University of Prague. 

       While studying physics, he became fascinated with electricity, and in 1881 he began working

for a telephone company in Budapest (Vujovic, 1998).  On a walk through a park, he struck 

mental gold as the diagram for the solution to the problem of the rotating magnetic field flashed 

into his mind, and he drew the diagram in sand for the friend accompanying him on his walk. 

The solution was the induction motor - a device he built in 1883. Tesla tried to find interested 

Europeans, but none of the European scientists had any interest in the motor. Because of the 

disinterest shown the Europeans, Tesla decided to take a job offer from an American - Thomas 

Edison (Vujovic, 1998). The two men worked well together until Tesla decided that alternating 

currents was a better way to approach electrical design than the direct currents Edison favored. 
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       And while Edison is often credited for the invention of electrical currents (e.g. the light 

bulb), the man who deserves the real credit is Nikola Tesla, as alternating currents powers nearly 

every electrical device in use today. And, like he did with electrical currents, Tesla also 

discovered the various uses of turbine power before  modern scientists began to use it. Not to 

mention sound. Tesla believed sonic technology would provide the next scientific breakthrough, 

as he foresaw a way for the resonance effect to allow terraforming. Thus far, scientists have used 

sound for few inventions, and none believe terraforming is possible through sonic technology (or 

any other type of technology). But Tesla’s obsession with sonic technology allowed the radio to 

come into existence, and his work was the basis for the satellites the world uses today. 

       But Tesla’s sonic obsession had a tendency to get him into trouble. He invented a small 

metal oscillator - a device so tiny it fit in his pocket - capable of causing an earthquake. Tesla 

was researching oscillations, or vibrations, in an effort to weaponize the resonance effect.

 According to NDT (2001), the resource center for a coalition of scientists involved in non-

destructive testing, “Resonance is when objects with the same natural frequency as the vibrating 

source also begins to vibrate. Resonance does not happen very often and only affects objects 

close to the vibrating source” (NDT, 2001). 

       The most common example of resonance is a singer who shatters a glass through the force of

oscillation. Tesla created an oscillating device that could be used to synchronize with the 

vibration of any building. The first place he experimented with the device was in his own 

laboratory, and he heard a “peculiar cracking sound.” When he asked his research assistants what

had caused the sound, none of them could provide an answer. Tesla kept cranking up the 

vibration on the machine, determined to reach the vibration of the building. When he got close 

the the building’s vibration, heavy machinery began flying around the room. Aware of the 
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danger, Tesla took a hammer to the small oscillating device, destroying it. As soon as the device 

was destroyed, everything went back to normal. But the people who lived in the area had called 

the police, terrified by what was happening. When the police arrived at the lab, Tesla insisted an 

earthquake was the only possible cause, and the police never learned the truth of the incident. 

       The machine was a powerful tool, and many attempts to recreate it have been made, but no 

scientist really understands what Tesla did in order to make his machine so successful. Or so 

dangerous. When a reporter asked Tesla what it would take to destroy the Empire State Building,

Tesla said all he needed was “five pounds of air pressure” because “vibration will do anything” 

(Sparling, 1935). 

       Whether vibration can truly do anything has yet to be proven by science, but meta-physicists 

have been discussing vibration and acoustic resonance for centuries. The word “Om” comes to 

mind – after all, “Om,” is said to be the originating sound of the universe. The universal 

vibration, in a sense. So, the question remaining is thus: If “Om” resonates the universe, how 

does the universe remain intact? Perhaps the resonance of spiritual sound is different than the 

metallic resonance produced by Tesla's oscillation machine (commonly referred to as his 

earthquake machine). Too bad he's no longer around to ask – who knows what he would make of

the world now? 

Tycho Brahe

       Going back in time, Tycho Brahe was a Danish astronomer who laid the foundations for 

modern astronomy. Tycho Brahe was born into a noble family in 1546, as his father, Otto Brahe, 

was a nobleman and his mother, Beate Bille, was the daughter of a family of prominent 

clergymen and political figures. Although born a twin, Tycho's twin died immediately after being

born, leaving Tycho the eldest son of the noble Danish couple (JOC/EFR, 2003). But he did not 
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spend much time with his parents, as his uncle, Jorgen Brahe, abducted Tycho when he was two 

years old. Tycho's parents expressed no concern for the well-being of their eldest son, and Tycho 

lived with his uncle's family who ended up adopting him. In 1559, Tycho began studying at the 

University of Copenhagen where he studied both law and astronomy, but his true interest in 

astronomy was not developed until the eclipse in 1560 occurred, and then Tycho became 

obsessed with the study of the stars (JOC/EFR, 2003). 

       Tycho is renowned today for his belief in the geocentric model of the solar system, but he 

did not always support the geocentric model – in fact, as a young man, he firmly followed 

Copernicus's heliocentric model, but Tycho eventually gave up pursuit of the heliocentric model 

of the solar system due to a lack of substantial evidence to back up Copernicus's theory. The 

issue Tycho had with the heliocentric system was the inability to measure the parallax shift that 

could be noticed, and he was forced to choose between two conclusions: either the solar system 

was geocentric or the universe was immeasurably vast (JOC/EFR, 2003). Tycho, of course, chose

the simplest of the two – the solar system had to be geocentric because an immeasurably vast 

universe was not something he could imagine. 

       As a scientist and a mathematician, Tycho Brahe was firm in his convictions, and the 

strength of his convictions often got him into trouble. At the mere age of 20, he was challenged 

to a duel by another mathematician. The point of the duel? To prove which of the two men was 

the better mathematician. In one of the weirdest duels in history (over math – who fights over 

math?), Tycho Brahe lost part of his nose, and he ended up wearing a prosthetic made of metal 

for the rest of his life in order to hide his disfigured features (Redd, 2013). The loss of his nose in

a duel was certainly eccentric, but, until 2010, Tycho Brahe's death was a source of mysterious 

contemplation. Some people believed he died due to a burst bladder at a feast where he refused to
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excuse himself due to the etiquette of polite society, while others believed he was poisoned. The 

truth behind his death is still unknown, but scientists in 2010 learned that the level of mercury 

present in his body when he died was too low for Tycho Brahe to have died from poison (Redd, 

2013). 

       The mystery of Tycho Brahe's death may never be solved, but the young astronomer's work 

eventually led Johannes Kepler to the discovery of elliptic orbits, and, in turn, Kepler's work led 

to Galileo's insistence upon the adoption of the heliocentric model of the solar system. Since the 

heliocentric model of the solar system is the very foundation of astronomy today, seeing the way 

Tycho Brahe's obsession with astronomy and math led him down a path so passionate he was 

willing to lose his nose in a duel is another apt demonstration of the interplay between genius and

eccentricity.

Conclusion

       No matter what century is examined, the scientific geniuses share a common trait: 

eccentricity. While pursuing knowledge, scientists have committed the most amazing and 

ridiculous experiments. A man electrocutes himself preparing a turkey; another man tries to 

vibrate his building into non-existence. And, not to be outdone by the others, a third man duels 

over math and loses part of his nose – proof genius and eccentricity lay forever entertwined.
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